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ABSTRACT

The objective of this research is to develop an approach to representing and satisfying constraints during the cooperative configuration design of complex objects with hierarchical structure. Designers often collaborate in product development, so our constraint satisfaction mechanism is based upon multi-agent technology, permitting communication among participating applications coupled with localized solution methods. A system to be configured is divided into fragments; each of them based on local knowledge about template component compatibility. In this case each fragment development task is treated as an agent with embedded constraint-satisfaction facilities. An agent is considered as a computational process with expertise about a limited portion of a design problem, capable of achieving specific goals and communicating with other agents. Configuration design process is formulated as a distributed dynamic constraint-satisfaction problem, accomplished by a number of agents in parallel. The algorithm of distributed search on the dynamic constraint network is discussed. The developed algorithm is well suited to collaborative design because it operates incrementally and without global information about the constraint network. The architecture of Concurrent Configuration Design Advisor - a distributed agent-based expert system for configuration design of complex objects with hierarchical structure - is presented. The discussion is illustrated with the examples from FMS configuration design application domain. Current and future work on the expert system implementation is considered.
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INTRODUCTION

Design of large-scale systems involves consideration of hundreds or thousands of often competing concerns such as manufacturability, testability, cost, etc. The combinatorial complexity of this problem is enormous and, as such, certain models of problem domain knowledge representation and heuristic rules are to be employed to reach an acceptable configuration within a reasonable time frame. It implies a need for new algorithms and program structures able to perform simultaneously configuring procedures. As so, distributed knowledge processing and concurrency become a fundamental requirement for CAD, providing cooperation between engineering systems [3, 7, 8].

This paper discusses the configuration design problem. Configuring is the construction of a technical system according to the requirements of a specification by selecting, parameterizing and positioning instances of suitable component types from a given catalogue [11]. A formulation and representation of configuration design as a distributed dynamic constraint-satisfaction problem (DCSP) and its implementation in the Concurrent Configuration Design Advisor (CCDA) - distributed multi-agent expert system (ES) - are considered. In the agent oriented approach an ES is represented as a collection of loosely-coupled autonomous agents that organize synchronous and asynchronous communications among themselves by
passing messages based on project model specifications [1, 13, 19, 20]. In this paper an agent is considered as a computational process with expertise about a limited portion of a design problem, capable of achieving specific goals, and communicating with other agents. These agents use a set of operations and heuristics to navigate through the space of possible designs. CCDA agents are distributed functionally and geographically.

In this paper we describe the model and the algorithm of distributed search, discuss agent-based architecture of the CCDA, review our initial experiments in distributed configuration design and outline future directions. Illustrations are made from the Flexible Manufacturing System (FMS) configuration design domain.

**Problem Formulation Based on a DCSP Model**

Constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs) consist of: a set of variables, the domains for the variables, and the constraints on the variables [18]. A static constraint network (SCN) \((V, \text{dom}, C)\) involves a set of variables \(= \{i_1, j, \ldots, i_q\}\), each taking value in its respective domain, \(\text{dom}(i_1), \text{dom}(i_2), \ldots, \text{dom}(i_q)\), and a set of constraints \(C\). Each constraint \(c(i_1, \ldots, i_q)\), constraining the subset \((i_1, \ldots, i_q)\) of \(V\), is a set of tuples, subset of the Cartesian product \(\text{dom}(i_1) \times \ldots \times \text{dom}(i_q)\), that specifies which values of the variables are compatible with each other. A dynamic constraint network (DCN) \(S\) is a sequence of static CNs \(S(0)\) \(\rightarrow\) \(S(a)\) \(\rightarrow\) \(S(a+1)\), each resulting from a change in the preceding one imposed by "the outside world". The solution for the CSP is a value assignment for each variable such that all the constraints are satisfied.

The problem of consistency-based configuration design was formulated in [15]. It maps directly into CSPs. The variables and equations of the model become the variables and constraints of the CSP, with the addition of variables representing the state of the various components, and the variables and values representing the observations. The search problem then becomes one of finding an assignment of normal/abnormal to the attributes of the components that is consistent with the observations.

Let us formally define the configuration problem as CSP, given: A set of possible designs:

\[ D = \{d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_n\} \]

A set of preferably independent attributes that describe a design:

\[ A = \{a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_k\} \]

Then a complete design is an \(n\)-tuple:

\[ d_i = (d_{i,1}, a_{i,1}, d_{i,2}, a_{i,2}, \ldots, d_{i,n}, a_{i,n}) \]

where \(d_{i,1}, a_{i,k}\) is a value of an attribute for this particular design. A set of complete designs semantically forms possible worlds, where design constraints are believed by an agent to be satisfied. So a set of possible designs can be represented in the form of attribute intervals for each tuple element in the following way:

\[ [a_k] = [\min(d_{i,1}, a_{i,k}), \max(d_{i,1}, a_{i,k})] \]

A constraint is a relation over a subset of the attribute space that defines feasible designs. A constraint is satisfied when no design lies outside it's feasible region. Examining the bounds of the attribute space we can easily detect which designs lie outside the region and are to be removed. For each constraint \(c_j\) defined over a subset \(A_j\) of design attributes: \(A_j \subseteq A\), a constraint-based decomposition can be defined as the subset of the attribute space specifying the feasible region for \(c_j\). An unary constraint applies only to one node. A binary constraint involves two nodes. This notion is extensible to an \(n\)-ary constraint over \(n\) nodes. Multiple unary constraints on a node can be equivalently represented by a single unary constraint that is their conjunction. The same technique can be applied to represent multiple binary constraints between two nodes as a single binary constraint between them. In the case, when a constraint precondition is not always true (it can be a function of other component attributes), we have DCN.

Complex design \(D\) is decomposed into fragments. A fragment is a component type specification. It can specify an atomic class (low-level objects, such as machine tools, automated guided vehicles -AGV, robots) or can be decomposed further, specifying a high-level class such as FMS on the shop floor level, FMS cell, etc. Given that, the model of a complex design \(D\) can be considered as a set of DCN, each of them defining a model of a fragment but also considered as a node of DCN of the upper level (fig1).
Let $F$ be a set of fragments:

$$F = \{f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_m\}.$$ 

The multi-valued attribute space domain of $f_j$ is defined as follows:

$$[f_j] = ([f_j, \alpha_1], [f_j, \alpha_2], \ldots, [f_j, \alpha_m]).$$

Then a solution of DCSP is an assignment $f_i = [f_i, \alpha_1, f_i, \alpha_2, \ldots, f_i, \alpha_n], \quad \alpha_k \in \alpha_k \forall (\alpha_{jk} \in \chi_j), \quad f_i \in F$, that satisfies the set of constraints $C$.

The task of finding a solution in a DCN is NP-complete, so a number of local consistency algorithms have been proposed [2, 5, 9]. The most widely used are those achieving arc-consistency, checking the consistency of values for each pair of variables linked by a constraint. We define some basic notions of consistency below [18].

**Node-Consistency of a node:** A node $i$ is node-consistent if and only if all labels in its domain satisfy all unary constraints on that node.

**Arc-Consistency of an arc:** An arc $(i; j)$ is arc-consistent if and only if nodes $i$ and $j$ are node-consistent and for any label in the domain of node $i$, there exists a label in the domain of node $j$ such that all binary constraints on the two nodes are satisfied.

**Consistency of a SCN:** A SCN is said to be node- or arc-consistent if and only if every node or arc respectively is node- or arc-consistent.

Arc-consistency is very simple to implement and it has good efficiency; it is described in [5]. Solutions that lie outside the arc-consistent space are removed from consideration. It is equivalent to removing designs that violate the constraints, since removed fragments are those that appear in possibly infeasible design.

**RECURSIVE SEARCH ALGORITHM FORMULATION**

In CCDA configuring of a design is based on multi-level decomposition and concurrent fragment design. Each fragment is represented as a DCN, an agent is associated with it to perform a configuring task. We shall call this agent a ‘design agent’ or D-agent. Each D-agent is oriented to solve a configuration problem on its level, organizing the template solution search. This process is applied recursively to produce a set of sub-fragments that cannot be subdivided further. The procedure of solution generation is depicted in Figure 2. The algorithm explores a design tree looking for nodes that correspond to “solutions”. Each time, when called to expand a node, this procedure checks the component data bases to see whether the node in question has a solution. If not, the algorithm searches the template knowledge base (KB) for the design $D$. If no template is found, then it generates an agent of another type - a ‘project assistant’ or A-agent - to generate a new template. After that it makes recursive calls to the same procedure to expand each of the offspring fragments.

**Figure 1. Multilevel constraint network:** $C_p, C_m$ - unary, $C_j, C_k$ - binary constraints.

**Figure 2. Recursive formulation of a configuration solution search algorithm.**

A parallel algorithm for this problem can be structured as follows. Initially, a single agent, responsible for the entire project configuring, is created for the root of the tree. An agent evaluates its node and then, if that node is not a solution, creates a new agent for each fragment (sub-tree). A channel created for each new task is used to return to the new task's parent all the solutions located in its sub-tree. Hence, new agents and channels are created in a wavefront as the search progresses down the search tree.

Figure 3 depicts the process of top-down configuration design, based on DCN. All the relations between components are described in terms of constraints. Dashed ellipses represent project fragments, for which a solution can’t be found in the component data base, and then the process of logical fragment decomposition begins (fragment $f_n$, sub-levels $n_1$ and $n_2$). Each D-agent, associated with $f_n$ at the $n$ level (server), uses different heuristics to create $M$ fragments of the configuring task by activating $M$ agents (clients) at level $n+1$ to configure the fragment. One of the main heuristics is based on minimum fragmented structure. Each fragment has maximum close-coupled components, which structure is generated by a constraint network. DCN on each level is created by sub-fragment constraints, generated by means of constraint propagation and the rules of compatibility of components.
because concurrently created solutions can’t be independent. Each rule of compatibility is represented by first order predicate language and has set of attributes, which are considered by the algorithm of fragment definition. A D-agent utilizes inferencing techniques to reason about feasible D-agent operations over a project and so can be conceptually viewed as a virtual project server. To have an opportunity to choose the best solution from the possible solution set, a set of clients for the same task can be generated, as shown in Figure 3 for the level $n+1$.

![Hierarchical dynamic constraint network](image)

Figure 3. Hierarchical dynamic constraint network

A template is a model of a fragment. It can be of an elementary level or can contain other concepts with interrelations between them. It also can be considered as a structured model of a problem domain. Being object-oriented, it contains also a set of defined operations on the corresponding data type. A component is an instance of a template. It has valued attributes and can be considered as a solution. Template generation can be viewed as a knowledge acquisition procedure, performed by domain experts and supported by an A-agent. A project server (an arbitrary decomposable D-agent) receives an expert assignment query from one of its clients (from $n+1$ level) and organizes the remote access to the A-agent in the distributed environment. ES contains the data base with the expert’s experience, professional level and problem domain. The expert assignation task is solved by a D-agent (server), while generating an A-agent.

The developed algorithm is well-suited to collaborative design because it operates incrementally and without global information about the constraint network. The solution process starts with known values or fully constrained fragments. These fragments, represented by nodes in the constraint network that have no remaining degrees of freedom, notify any adjacent constraints to consider them as inputs. The constraints then determine if sufficient inputs are available to propagate information to additional fragments. This process continues in a depth-first manner. If the model is well constrained and no cycles exist in the constraint network, local propagation will generate a complete solution. If the system is overconstrained, there will be redundant or conflicting constraints. In the latter case, the conflicts must be resolved by retracting or temporarily relaxing constraints. Under-constrained problems will be characterized by propagation being completed before all parts of the network have been visited.

**D-AGENT FUNCTIONAL STRUCTURE AND INTERNAL KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION MODEL**

D-agent is a self-contained process, consisting of a single agent program. It’s functional specification involves
fragment decomposition, constraint satisfaction procedures, choice and ordering heuristics for constraint propagation.

The network of constraints in a product model can be viewed as a bipartite graph in which each component (part, equipment, geometric element, etc.) contains links to the constraints in which it is involved. The constraints, in turn, contain links to the components they relate. A product model may include several types of constraints. Geometric constraints, for example, allow the designer to specify how the geometry should be built declaratively, rather than constructing it interactively as is done in many CAD systems. Similarly, algebraic constraints maintain relationships between product variables. Constraints may also involve features, which we define as regions of interest within a particular context. Fragments such as FMS on the shop floor level, FMS cell, etc. are supplied with procedures for satisfying constraints on the lower-level fragments they contain. Local constraint networks within fragments define relationships among their subsidiary components.

A component catalog is usually associated with a fragment containing all its possible instances. The catalogue knowledge is the main knowledge base. It contains knowledge about fragments, the types of components available for configurations, and component attribute specifications. An example of requirements specification for the 'payload capacity' unary constrained attribute is defined by the following structure:

| Name (a pointer to the requirement): | Machine_payload_capacity |
| Attribute (project feature): | payload capacity |
| An object type: | Machine |
| Operator (comparison): | = (is equal to) |
| Goal (required interval value): | [10.000 14.000] |
| Precision (acceptable deviation): | 5 (%) |

The task in a CSP is to assign labels to nodes such that all the constraints on the nodes are satisfied simultaneously. The typical FMS design consists of a number of machine tools of different types, robots for parts supply, a clamping/resetting station, and some auxiliary equipment. Figure 4 shows an excerpt from the example DCN network for FMS cell configuration problem, defining a set of multiple unary and binary constraints.

The exception knowledge in the form of binary constraints is attributed to the component types or classes it applies to, with different possible levels of expressiveness. Knowledge about simple incompatibility between components may be attached to a component as (i) a list of incompatible components checked against when a new component is selected or (ii) predicate logic expressions about unacceptable partial configurations, which form a checking procedure.

D-agent supports indefinite template description, i.e. one in a conceptual way when only component types are given, without defining values of attributes. D-agent selects a definite pattern decision proceeded from the template context.

A-AGENT: TEMPLATE DESIGN ASSISTANT

Project assistant is an agent that supports expert knowledge acquisition for the template design. A D-agent tries to find a template in the KB, corresponding to its level of abstraction. If this decision does not exist, an A-agent is generated. It has to be associated with an expert to perform the functional fragment representation mapping into the agent’s structural model, i.e. new template generation. To perform the expert assignation task, the expert’s KB is revised and the appropriate expert is selected.
An agent appears at the expert's desktop, reflecting the real hardware system architecture. In order to supply an expert with the facilities of knowledge representation, master tools are implemented. A project expert tool is a compiler that processes the rules defining integrated constraints (Figure 5). All constraints in a column are processed as a conjunction. Disjunctive function is also supported for the constraints, written in a row (payload). Each constraint can be associated with the precision value (see values in square brackets).
The following types of integrated constraints are supported:

- global constraint, applied to all the components (see cost for example),
- global additive constraint, processed as an addition of all attribute values belonging to the selected type (area),
- group constraint, applied only to the components of the selected type (payload).

Figure 6 depicts the Master Function tool. As shown in this figure, the taxonomic structure of the component and resource type catalogues is exploited with the familiar GUI tools allowing the definition of rules of compatibility of components. Functional constraints are organized as a DLL library for functions, defined for object classes. The Master Function mode is used to define specific functional constraints for selected objects by associating object attributes with function arguments, as shown in Figure 6.

Inheritance is supported, i.e. a new template can be generated by inheriting the parent’s properties, redefining them in a late-binding manner. Also a new template can be added to the catalogue without reference to parent template descriptions. Any description can be removed together with all the knowledge pertaining to it without consequence for the rest of the template knowledge base.

**COMMUNICATION OF AGENTS**

The CCDA architecture is depicted in Figure 7. It provides complex behavior by D-agent servers in response to a request from D-agent clients. D- and A-agents also generate SQL queries for the P-agent, responsible for component DB maintenance, in order to be supplied with the relevant information about components.

D-agent’s coordination, synchronization and collaboration in conflicts of proposed solutions of a distributed design are supported by means of retracting and constraint relaxation. Each D-agent client tries to find template solutions based on its own criteria and send it to the D-agent server in the form of a proposal. The server evaluates these concurrent proposals. If these proposals satisfy integrated fragment constraints then it sends the confirmation message and writes these proposals in the design solution KB. If agreement can not be reached, the server sends messages to relax some constrains to the

D-agents, participated in each conflict. These steps are repeated until a satisfactory decision is achieved or it is recognized that conflict can not be solved due to the over-constraintness.

---

**Figure 6. Expert Assistant Interface**
Communication among agents is performed through a message exchange infrastructure according to the pre-established set of protocols [12]. It is represented as a set of message schemas with the following structure. Vocabulary is a domain-specific part where each word has a formal annotation written in Knowledge Interchange Format (KIF) [6]. A KIF is a prefix version of the first order predicate calculus with various extensions to enhance its expressiveness. KIF defines a set of objects, functions and relations whose meaning is fixed, but the users are free to define the meaning of any other symbols that are not predefined. A message is a Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language (KQML) expression in which the arguments are terms or sentences of the vocabulary in KIF [10].

Communication among agents is performed through a message exchange infrastructure according to the pre-established set of protocols [12]. It is represented as a set of message schemas with the following structure. Vocabulary is a domain-specific part where each word has a formal annotation written in Knowledge Interchange Format (KIF) [6]. A KIF is a prefix version of the first order predicate calculus with various extensions to enhance its expressiveness. KIF defines a set of objects, functions and relations whose meaning is fixed, but the users are free to define the meaning of any other symbols that are not predefined. A message is a Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language (KQML) expression in which the arguments are terms or sentences of the vocabulary in KIF [10].

![Figure 7. The CCDA system architecture](image)

The D-agent actions are the KQML messages that include constraints, property of object, etc. and other user defined primitives. A message is a KQML expression in which the arguments are terms or KIF-sentences. KQML message is a list of components enclosed in matching parentheses. The syntax of the message is that of a performative followed by an unordered list of keyword-value pairs. A performative indicates the type of communication. There are two types of KQML messages: requests and announcements. For example, a message representing a query about the working area size of the particular machine tool might be encoded as:

(ask-one :receiver MachineDBManager :sender la_155f3 :content working_area(Machine, Min, Max) :language prolog :reply-with tpk-125b)

and may elicit the response:

(reply :receiver la_155f3 :sender MachineDBManager :content working_area(Machine, 5.25, 9.86) :language prolog :in-reply-to tpk-125b)

In this message, the KQML performative is ask-one, the content is working_area(Machine, X) and the assumed ontology is identified by the token MachineDBManager.

The prototypes of agents are implemented using Borland C++ programming language with constraint satisfaction inference capabilities and runs on a PC. The use of a restricted version of the KQML library and the message representation API to support communications hides all details associated with network communication from the user.

**CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK**

We have considered the QCSP model and the algorithm of distributed search for the configuration design problem. They are implemented in the multi-agent based computer environment - CCDA. Design decomposition into fragments takes advantage of distribution of design process among agents, each of them working with a single

---
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fragment, and supports cooperative centered mode of interaction among agents, which can reduce the time and increase the quality of configuration design process.

The first experiments were provided with the environment for the Design of Structured Objects (DESO). At that stage, constraint-based internal knowledge representation model and different communication models, based on reduced set of KQML and TCP/IP protocol stack, were investigated. The system was composed basically of A-agents, which had limited inferencing capabilities of D-agents (consistency control and indefinite template search procedures). On the basis of the experience obtained through DESO development, it can be posted that the universality of the described knowledge representation scheme for all kinds of structured systems makes it feasible to provide a powerful interactive tool for knowledge base maintenance. The constraint-based approach has given us also an opportunity to realize "test-generate" programming methodology to prune a problem search space. Agents communicating on a knowledge level can encapsulate their internal knowledge and then be invoked remotely as network services when needed. The results of these experiments were presented at a number of conferences [14-17].

The current prototype version attempts to use a DCOM object-based model of agent interactions [4]. A P-agent implementation and performance analysis with different data models is under investigation. In our future work more complicated agent negotiation algorithms are to be investigated, including those based on cognitive maps and negative-positive-neutral logic. Heterogeneous hardware and software environment is also to be explored.
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1. Introduction

One of the main goals of multi-agent systems is support and decision-making in the scientific, industrial and commercial spheres. In this way, the concept of Intelligent Agents (IALG) comes into play. In the case of AI-based systems, the agent is defined in [15] as a software component that satisfies the following characteristics:

- Autonomy: The agent must be able to act independently of the user.
- Proactivity: The agent must be able to take actions and make decisions without being explicitly instructed by the user.
- Reusability: The agent must be able to be used in different contexts and with different goals.
- Flexibility: The agent must be able to adapt to changes in the environment.
- Interaction: The agent must be able to communicate and interact with other agents.

Using these characteristics, we can define an agent as an autonomous, proactive, reusable, flexible, and interactive software component that can be used in different contexts and with different goals.